RED Cap Fire Hydrant Management
Fire hydrants and water valves are key municipal assets located throughout the city. These hydrants and valves
provide access to another significant municipal asset – the city’s water system.
Monitoring and controlling access to these assets is important for effective management of the city’s water
resources and the insurance of authorized access. Locking mechanisms exist but create their own set of issues:
master keys with an uncontrollable distribution, risk of authorized access being blocked, hydrants and valves
remain unlocked and fully accessible to anyone after authorized use.

The Challenges
A system of fire hydrants and water valves – whether a utility, a
municipality, or even a campus or business park – is comprised of many
distributed assets. A significant number of these assets are in difficult to
reach locations and exist in harsh environments. Practically none of these
assets have a power source available.
The market needs for the effective management and monitoring of a fire
hydrant and water valve network include many challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secured fire hydrants
Quick and easy unlocking of fire hydrants during emergencies
Limited access for authorized users
Control and monitoring of access to the fire hydrant network
Eliminate the ability to “duplicate” access keys
Ability to block access to stolen or lost keys
Remote monitoring of all “events” with remotely controlled access to the fire hydrant network

The Solution – Miltel’s RED Cap
In order to meet these challenges, Miltel has developed a
system that provides the following:
• Fire hydrants are secured with the RED Cap device,
which incorporates an electronic locking mechanism
and a Miltel transceiver
• Miltel Gateways receive periodic updates of fire hydrant
status
• Miltel transceivers transmit “events” as they occur
(authorized access, unauthorized access, tampering, low
battery, etc.)
• Authorization of electronic keys
• Remote unlocking

RED Cap Overview
The RED Cap system includes the following features:
• Remotely operated lock
• Keys are electronically coded, assignable, and managed
• Radio transceiver connects lock to management system
• Status and Notification:
• Lock open (Lock ID, Key ID, Time Stamp)
• Lock closed (Lock ID, Time Stamp)
• Alarms
• Tamper attempt
• Unauthorized key access attempt
• High quality galvanized steel enclosure
• Stainless steel lock – no need to detach to operate
• Lock tested to withstand 1.3 tons (US) tearing force
• Lock disabled in case of battery failure (i.e. unlocked)

RED Cap Architecture

RED Cap Locking Mechanism
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The RED Cap protective cover is secured with an electro-mechanical lock to an adapter
that is attached to the top of the fire hydrant
The system is controlled by an electronic card and transceiver within the locking mechanism
The lock may be unlocked remotely by the central control system or locally by an
electronic key
The locking mechanism is moisture- and dust-proof, and is equipped with long-life batteries
designed for several years’ operation
The default state of the locking mechanism is “unlocked”
The system performs a daily serviceability test
Events, faults and/or attempted tampering alarms transmitted to
the central control system
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